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The Spanish word for “table,” a “mesa” is a high or flat tableland with steep sides, often covered by a layer of rock. Mesas sometimes have vivid colors and interesting shapes that make them resemble great creatures, reclining throughout the Southwestern landscape. The text comes from my pondering what such beings might think of people:

Father the Sun, Our Mother the Earth, Bless this place where the powers move—the great powers move between earth and sky! May the people that move upon us know from whence they came, that they may let the earth heal. May they let the earth heal, that they may live among us, and know from whence they came. Let the space of the land open their minds, that they may let the earth heal.

For the University of New Mexico Centennial Celebration, I was asked to write a piece for forces assembled from the school’s chorus, band and orchestra. The group premiered the work October 20, 1988 at the University of New Mexico Arena. It was written so it might be successfully performed also by a smaller orchestra. The saxophone parts may be omitted since their notes are doubled by other instruments. The piece has also been performed effectively as a work for chorus and piano.
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Bless this place where the powers move, the great powers move between earth and sky!
May they let the earth heal.
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Percussion II
Suspended Cymbal
Triangle
Bass Drum
Snare Drum
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Percussion II
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*Orchestration also available
Fa\-\-ther, the sun,

Our

Mo\-\-ther, the Earth,
Bless this place where the powers move the great powers move between earth and sky!
Let the space of the land... Open their minds...
That they may let the earth heal.
May they let the earth heal.

that they may live among us.

and
know from whence they came.

D.S. al Coda

Bless this place where the powers move the
Great powers move between earth and sky.